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Discover How to turn this Game of Luck into a Game of Skill Today!Today only, get this  Kindle

book for just $2.99. Regularly priced at $4.99. Read on your PC, Mac, smart phone, tablet or Kindle

device.This book contains proven steps and strategies on how to join the elite lottery winnersâ€™

circle by transforming a game of chance and luck into a game of skill.Hereâ€™s an inescapable fact:

you cannot toy with chance and luck, but you can improve your skill in selecting number

combinations that have a high probability of turning your dream to win the lottery into reality.If you

do not develop your skill in choosing numbers that are drawn with higher statistical probability than

other numbers, the odds of winning any lottery are quite unfavorable. The good news is you can

enhance your skills to make sure the odds are in your favor. The secrets are revealed in this book.

Here Is A Preview Of What You'll Learn...A Bit of StatisticsNumeracy and Numerical BalanceTrend

and Pattern AnalysisLearning Lessons from HistoryThe Long ShotOpportunity Recognition/li>And

Much, much more!Download your copy today!Take action today and download this book for a

limited time discount of only $2.99! So Donâ€™t Delay Learn How to Win Lottery Now!
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I would have liked to see a little more detail. It covered the basics, but I found it to be a bit

confusing. I think this book would be best followed if you completed the actions while reading the

book. It will take time, understanding, and practice to use this method. The author does make this

clear, practice, practice, practice. You will need somewhat of an analytical mind to decipher this

method. I believe with the use of a spreadsheet, this can be configured to a skill, but the lotto is still

the luck of the draw.

I usually dont go for lottery tickets but when i got this book i was really curious to buy lottery tickets. I

followed the book and selected my lottery number according to the technique given in the book i

won a good prize and i am looking forward to buy more tickets.. Recommended to all..

The writer's system to selecting lottery numbers is outlined in this book. The material is presented

with the idea that no one can predict what numbers will be drawn, but that following certain

principles and pseudo-trends, the elements of chance can be minimized and your chances of

winning will improve. Interesting read if you have some free time.

I must say I was a bit hesitant when I first decided to buy this book. My father bought lottery tickets

for years and never won anything. My mother and her brother would get together every Friday and

play the Lotto. They were not successful in winning anything either! So it is my conception that I

would not win anything as well. But I eventually bought this book and boy I was not disappointed!

The instructions are very clear, easy to follow, so now I can choose my lottery tickets numbers

wisely and not just at random.

This book is awesome, it was exactly what I was looking for.I'm trying to learn as much as I can

about gambling and lotteriesright now and reading this book was gold for me! Great information,tips

and advices that everyone should take a part of. Thanks for sharing!

While you may not win millions, there is something to be said to using a scientific approach to

selecting numbers for the lottery. With any system that picks numbers at random, especially those

that use machines and balls with numbers on them (like most lotteries), the randomness you seem

to see is not so random. Every machine and every ball has it's on unique set of characteristics, and

it is true that certain numbers appear more than others. Using James Dunkin's methods in this book

you can learn to identify those numbers and then pick your numbers more efficiently.



Another book for my Dreams of winning a big lottery some new material and some old that is

covered in Gail Howard's Books.Basically the winners play alot of different numbers ,in fact today I

played 80 number sets and I am hopeful that Monday will find myself a new winner.I am not a rich

man and I live in Spain and I play Bonolotto for .50 cents per bet so this only cost me

40â‚¬.Perhaps I will win and perhaps not,but I will keep buying tickets every couple of weeks

Now, there is much smarter way to play lottery! Donâ€™t be just a luck seeker sitting in your comfort

zone hoping to get a fortune out of nothing. Now with this book you got techniques, tips, tricks,

history lessons and many more to make you your chance win the lottery much higher. Go and work

hard. Good luck.
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